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Chapter 751 

If one of them can have eyes for her…. 

 

But she actually enjoyed hearing him say so very much. 

 

Although it’s a pity that she didn’t get to wear the Black Swan evening dress which she wanted the most, 

she is still the one who attracts the most attention tonight. 

 

There is still no one who can steal her thunder. 

 

The latest haute couture of Brand C which just showed up on the catwalk is also very difficult to borrow. 

 

The brand told her that all the ladies in this circle went to borrow this evening dress. And the price they 

offered was very high But they didn’t borrow it. 

 

Only she has the social status to be the most qualified person to wear this evening dress 

 

Although this evening dress was a little worse than the Black Swan evening dress. Among all the female 

quests here today. her evening dress is the most outstanding and superior one. 

 

Nacy, who is self-righteous and ignorant of her status, really makes her annoyed. 

 

When the party is over, she will definitely torture Nacy. 

 

She will let Nacy know what consequences she will suffer after offending her and the Garrett family 

 

Yvonne stood in the corner of the hall at a loss, she looked at Rosa, who was surrounded by others, 

blankly 

 



If the famous ladies just now have made her feel inferior enough… 

 

Rosa’s appearance seems to be a great hit for her, which makes her humble to the dust. 

 

It turns out that she is the first beauty of the upper class, Miss Garrett, Rosa. 

 

She is the only female disciple of Malcom, Malcom also likes her very much. 

 

Yvonne has heard of Rosa before. 

 

She has also seen the photos and videos of Rosa’s interviews before. 

 

At that time, she envied Rosa very much. 

 

She has also set Rosa as her goal, she wants to be as excellent as her. 

 

Rosa studies in St. John’s College of Music, she has Malcom as her teacher… Rosa has also started global 

concert tour and become a world-famous musician… 

 

As long as she is willing to work hard, she can be the same as Rosa. 

 

But at this moment, after seeing Rosa, Yvonne finally knows how childish and ridicule her thoughts are 

 

At this moment, she has also clearly realized the gap between Rosa and her. 

 

It turns out that a lady from a great noble family can have such an elegant aura… She shows great gaps 

between ordinary people and her from every action. 

 

After comparing… She, the so-called lady from a noble family, has no advantages at all. 



 

As for those men around Rosa… Harrell often has gossips with female stars in the entertainment circle, 

Yvonne is quite familiar with his face. 

 

Sampson is the best one in the lawyer circle, and he is also one of the heirs of the great noble family, the 

James family. He once caused a sensation and became famous because he won a well-known 

 

lawsuit that couldn’t win at all. Although he didn’t want to be famous, although he seldom appeared in 

public, he was still quite famous at home and abroad. 

 

Yvonne also knows him. 

 

As for another man, although Yvonne doesn’t know his identity, since he can be with Rosa and Harrell, 

his identity must be quite extraordinary. 

 

The most famous unmarried males of the noble families of N City have all come today 

 

All the ladies in the venue are excited. 

 

Yvonne looked at those handsome, prominent and noble men around Rosa, she also became ambitious. 

 

Her heart was also attracted.  

 

These men… Anyone is a hundred times or a thousand times better than those little boys who have a 

crush on her at 

 

school. 

 

If she can attract one of them… 

 



Yvonne pinched her fists, bit her lips, and her eyes looked excited. 

Chapter 752 

Grandma brought me here tonight. 

 

It was hard for her to get the opportunity to come to the banquet tonight with Cathleen. 

 

Such a great opportunity, she can’t go back without getting anything.. 

 

Harrell… Sampson… These noble men… She will definitely attract one of them. 

 

After making up her mind, Yvonne took a deep breath, lifted her dress, and walked to Rosa and Harrell. 

 

“Sister Rosa.” 

 

Rosa is chatting with Harrell and others, she suddenly hears a timid and gentle voice behind her. 

 

She turned her head and saw a pretty face. 

 

The girl standing behind her looked young and pretty. She is wearing a strapless white dress with lace 

and a set of C brand’s outdated ornaments. Her dress up is quite ordinary, the total value of her clothes 

and ornaments won’t be more than 150,000 thousand dollars. 

 

Rosa feels unfamiliar, she hasn’t met this girl before. 

 

Just now, this girl seemed to call her sister? 

 

Rosa looked at Yvonne carefully, she frowned slightly, but she still smiled politely and appropriately, 

then she said gently, “Miss, are you looking for me? Have we met before? I seem to have forgotten, I 

have no impression.” 

 



Harrell and Sampson also turned around, they glanced at Yvonne casually and looked back. 

 

However, when they looked at Yvonne, she stretched out her hand to tidy her hair on her shoulder, 

showing her slender neck.  

 

Tonight, she put some perfume on her neck, wrist and the back of her ears. 

 

Yvonne smiled sweetly, just as she did at ordinary times, she said in a soft voice: “Sister Rosa, you 

haven’t seen me before, so it is normal for you to have no impression on me.” 

 

“Sister?” Rosa frowned again, her face looked a little unhappy. “Are you a relative of my family?” 

 

The Garrett family has many relatives. 

 

There are many relatives she has never met. 

 

Rosa certainly despises some poor relatives that are not close with her family. 

 

For Yvonne, who says to be her relative when they meet for the first time, Rosa also feels 

uncomfortable. 

 

But on such an occasion, she must keep elegant and decent etiquette. 

 

Therefore, even if she is unhappy, she doesn’t show her emotions clearly on her face. 

 

Yvonne bit her lip and tried to get closer to Rosa: “My name is Yvonne, my grandmother is Cathleen. 

Sister Rosa, you must know my grandmother, right?” 

 

*Cathleen?” Rosa was stunned, when she looked at Yvonne again, the disdain in her eyes faded a little, 

“You are Cathleen’s granddaughter?” 



 

Certainly, Rosa knows Cathleen. 

 

Her grandfather had no sister. 

 

He has only one cousin. 

 

Her grandfather and Cathleen are quite close, just like biological siblings. 

 

After Cathleen married, she also had frequent contacts with the Garrett family. 

 

In addition, Cathleen has operated her own business quite well, which is not inferior to the Garrett 

family. Rosa respects her a lot 

 

Yvonne felt the changes of Rosa’s attitude towards her: “Yes, my grandmother brought me here tonight. 

She said that there will be many young people at the banquet tonight, so she took me with her and let 

me know more friends here. 

 

Sister Rosa, I saw you just now, so I came to greet you.” 

 

“Ah, this is the case.” Rosa won’t make Cathleen’s granddaughter embarrassed. Her facial expressions 

have eased, then she said gently. “Sister Yvonne, since grandma Cathleen has brought you here, where 

is she?” 

Chapter 753 

Let her play with us. 

 

Rosa’s words ‘Sister Yvonne’ made Yvonne quite excited. 

 

Rosa is a noble and powerful person she can’t meet before. 

 



She didn’t dare to get along with her. 

 

Now, she has become Rosa’s cousin. 

 

Unexpectedly, Cathleen’s position in the Garrett family seemed to be high. 

 

As soon as she talked about Cathleen, Rosa’s attitude towards her immediately changed, and she 

immediately admitted her as her cousin. 

 

It seems that even if she doesn’t like Cathleen, that old woman, she still has to try to please her. 

 

Yvonne sipped her lips, her voice was gentle and soft: “Grandma said she was going to meet some old 

friends and talk about something. It is inconvenient to take me with her because I am a youngster. So, 

she let me stay in the hall for a while. She will come back to me after having conversations.” 

 

“So it is.” Rosa saw that Yvonne had finished greeting and didn’t mean to leave. After thinking about it, 

she said with a smile, “Sister Yvonne, you must be bored when you are alone, do you want to play with 

us?” 

 

Yvonne was stunned, then her eyes became bright immediately. 

 

She suppressed her excitement. After pretending to be polite for a while, she said with hesitation: “Can I 

join you? Will I disturb you?” 

 

“Of course not.” 

 

Rosa looked at Harrell and others, then she said, “A cousin of my family, let she play with us. OK?” 

 

1. 

 



Harrell smiled, “Rosa’s cousin is also our cousin. Such a beautiful little girl will join us, I am quite happy. I 

agree.” 

 

Yates shrugged: “Whatever.” 

 

However, Sampson looked at Yvonne meaningfully. He narrowed his deep eyes and asked casually: 

“Your name is Yvonne?” Yvonne wasn’t there when Sampson went to the hospital together with Nikita. 

 

So Yvonne didn’t know that Sampson and Nikita knew each other. 

 

At the beginning, no one paid attention to her. But now, Yvonne is being noticed by several noble men, 

Yvonne feels as if she were dreaming, she is almost dizzy and excited to the extreme. 

 

She looked up at Sampson. 

 

When she looked at Sampson’s handsome face with her shy and timid eyes, she was stunned. Then her 

white face blushed, she sipped her lips and answered in a low voice: “Hmm.” 

 

“Do you have a brother named Nathan?” Sampson looked at the blushed girl who was attracted by 

them, he smiled elegantly, but his eyes were cold and indifferent. 

 

Yvonne’s white and pretty little face showed a surprised expression: “How do you know? Do you know 

my brother?” 

 

Sampson’s eyes became colder. Although he was still smiling, his eyes had no temperature at all. His 

tone also became colder instantly: “Know him? No, we are not familiar. I just know his name.” 

 

There was clear coldness and alienation in his tone. 

 

He also looked at Yvonne with unhappy eyes. 

 



Quite obvious. 

 

It was quite obvious, Harrell and Yates, who were next to him, felt his mood. Even Rosa felt his bad 

feelings. 

 

Harrell looked at Sampson in surprise, he raised his eyebrows in confusion. Then he asked Yates in a low 

voice: “What’s the matter with Sampson? He is always polite to women, why…” 

 

Yates has investigated Nikita. 

 

Naturally, he has also investigated other members of the Swift family. 

 

Harrell had no idea about the situation, but Yates understood what had happened. 

 

Sampson has a good relationship with Nikita. 

 

Nikita’s relationship with the Swift family was bad. Especially, Yvonne had occupied Nikita’s position, 

Sampson wouldn’t like her at all. 

 

Sampson has been quite polite since he didn’t show disdain on his face. 

 

“Maybe… the menstruation period? He is in a bad mood.” Yates found an excuse at will, he didn’t tell 

the truth to Harrell. 

 

Harrell: “???” 

 

Menstruation period? 

 

What the hell?! 

 



Rosa also looked at Sampson in surprise. 

 

It sounds like Sampson knows Yvonne. But his attitude is so cold… has her brother offended him? 

 

They have different thoughts in their minds. 

 

Yvonne also felt Sampson’s coldness for her. She blinked at a loss, bit her lip, and looked timid and 

helpless. 

 

She said uneasily, “Mr. Sampson, did my brother offend you? If this is the case, I apologize to you for my 

brother. I hope that you can be tolerant, don’t be angry with my brother.” 

 

Sampson asked whether her brother is Nathan, after getting her admission, his attitude towards her 

became much colder in 

 

an instant. 

 

Yvonne could only think that… perhaps Nathan had offended Sampson. 

 

But she felt that Nathan wouldn’t have had the opportunity to meet such a noble person like Sampson. 

 

After listening to her apology, Sampson looked at her more and more coldly. He sneered with mockery. 

When he was about to say something, he suddenly heard a burst of shouting in the crowd. 

 

“Who is she? How beautiful she is!” 

 

“Oh my God, did the evening dress she wore win the first place in the global fashion competition a few 

years ago, and also won the gold medal in Milan Fashion Week and the gold medal in high-end evening 

dress design? The designer also won the most potential and popular award in the fashion competition, 

right? That’s a dress of the high-end Charm Series!” 

 



“An evening dress of the high-end Charm Series?! That’s the most valuable dress of Carnival Design 

Center! It has never been lent, right?” 

 

“Yes, a dress of the Charm Series is a treasure of Carnival Design Center, and it is impossible to borrow 

it! I heard that Jennifer attended the banquet of the Golden Globe Awards last year and wanted to 

borrow this evening dress, but she didn’t succeed! Who is that woman? Her position couldn’t be higher 

than that of Jennifer, right? That must be a 

 

counterfeit!” 

 

“She wears a counterfeit to the banquet of the Lambert family? Doesn’t she feel ashamed? She should 

wear a genuine dress, or an evening dress of other brand. She can wear dresses from cheap brands that 

are not quite popular, She shouldn’t have chosen to wear counterfeit! How ashamed it will be!” 

 

“But that counterfeit looks quite beautiful, and it is almost the same as the genuine one.” 

 

Many people are discussing in the hall. 

 

Everyone is looking at a woman who comes in from another entrance of the hall in surprise. 

 

No, it should be said that she is a girl. 

 

Because she looks too young. Her delicate and beautiful face, which is extremely eye-catching, and 

every place on her body. can show the freshness and vitality of youth. 

 

That is a charming temperament that only belongs to young girls. 

 

But her youth does not prevent her from being beautiful enough to amaze everyone at present. 

 

She appeared quietly. 

 



But as soon as she appeared, she attracted everyone easily. 

 

Her delicate facial features are even more delicate and perfect with simple modifications.  

 

Her slim and sexy figure completely shows all the advantages of that attractive evening dress. 

 

Others need clothes to show their beauty. 

 

When it comes to her, it is her that makes the dress more beautiful. 

Chapter 754 

Everyone at present is amazed. 

 

As for this dark blue strapless dress, the neckline and the place of the waist are close to her body, the 

person who wears it has to have a perfect figure. For a person who doesn’t have a perfect figure, 

wearing this dress won’t make her look more beautiful, it will just reveal all the flaws of her figure. 

 

However, the beautiful girl who is wearing this evening dress is quite suitable for this evening dress, 

which has high. requirements for her figure. 

 

It seems that this evening dress is tailored for her according to her figure. 

 

The lower part of the evening dress is gradient, and the design of the upper part is combined with the 

cube velvet flowers, which is full of layers. Her shoulder-length hair is combed into a retro bun, and the 

bun is tied with a dark blue ribbon of the same color, which is dotted with countless fine diamonds. 

 

When she was walking, that dark blue ribbon with fine diamonds on it touched her white neck and 

shoulders. Her skin is white and bright, those diamonds on the ribbon also reflected dazzling lights while 

shaking. 

 

She is wearing a pair of silver high heels with diamonds. 

 



Her shoes are quite delicate and beautiful, which will remind others of the crystal shoes of Cinderella in 

fairy tales. 

 

But she is not Cinderella waiting for the prince to rescue her. 

 

She is a queen with her own powerful aura! 

 

She is beautiful, noble, elegant, and superior. All those men at present are amazed by her appearance 

and temperament, but none of them has any erotic thoughts about her. 

 

She is like an unattainable god! 

 

God is to be looked up to and worshiped! 

 

Everyone was shocked by the beauty of the girl, they held their breath. 

 

Such shock and surprise are completely different from when Rosa appeared. 

 

Rosa is also very beautiful tonight. When she appeared at the banquet, many people were amazed. 

 

But they were just amazed. 

 

They were not shocked. 

 

“Which family is she from? I haven’t seen her before?’  

 

“After tonight, Miss Garrett won’t be the most beautiful lady of our circle.” 

 

“She is much more beautiful than Miss Garrett, she is so beautiful.” 



 

A group 

 

of shocked men are infatuated, they exclaimed. 

 

Someone even encouraged himself to strike up a conversation with her. 

 

However, as soon as he walked to that girl, he was frightened by the girl’s cold eyes and aura, he didn’t 

dare to move forward. 

 

“Nikita?!” 

 

Along the sights of others, Yvonne turned to look at that direction, she was so shocked that she couldn’t 

believe her eyes. 

 

She opened her eyes widely in disbelief. She was stunned immediately. 

 

She looked at that girl, who attracted everyone and was walking into the hall like a queen. 

 

It turns out to be Nikita! 

 

How could it be Nikita! 

 

“That is… Niky?!” Yates also saw a girl dressed up and slowly walked into the hall. His reaction at the 

beginning was the same as others. He was amazed for a few seconds. After coming back to his senses, 

he recognized her, and he was also stunned. 

 

He has met Nikita several times before. 

 



Every time, Nikita was wearing a loose school uniform, she always tied her hair with a black rubber 

band, she almost never dressed up. 

 

Today, Nikita wears the makeup, she is also in a formal evening dress. She is beautiful to the extreme. 

Yates can’t even recognize her at the first glance. 

 

Harrell has had gossips with women for so many years, he has met all kinds of beautiful women. 

 

At this moment, he was also amazed, he didn’t come back to his senses for a while. 

Chapter 755 

Is Nacy crazy? 

 

“Beautiful, she is so beautiful! She looks like a fairy!” Harrell stared at her, he couldn’t help exclaiming 

because of 

 

amazement. 

 

He was quite amazed when he saw Nikita for the first time. 

 

Tonight, he is amazed again. 

 

He even thought… if Nikita had no boyfriend, if her boyfriend was not Sheehan… He would have spared 

no effort to pursue such a beautiful woman. 

 

Sampson smiled slightly. He raised his glass to those people who were still stunned: “You can play first, I 

will go to greet my friend.” 

 

After that, he raised his glass and walked towards Nikita. 

 

Rosa also saw Nikita. 



 

When she saw Nikita, who dressed up and amazed everyone at present, including Harrell and others 

around her, Rosa’s face became gloomy all of a sudden. 

 

When she saw the evening dress worn by Nikita, her face became more gloomy. 

 

Rosa was quite angry. 

 

What Nikita was wearing was the treasure of Carnival Design Center, the Charm Series! 

 

This is one-grade higher than the Black Swan series! 

 

However, Carnival Design Center refused her request of lending the Black Swan series! 

 

How can Nikita get the evening dress from the Charm Series?! 

 

Rosa was quite angry. She suddenly remembered, when she went to Carnival Design Center, a staff told 

her that Nacy’s friend also went there. Nacy, who hasn’t been to Carnival Design Center for many years, 

went there for her friend and dressed up her friend. 

 

Perhaps…. 

 

Rosa thought of one possibility suddenly. Then she looked at the girl who had walked to the center of 

the crowd in disbelief. 

 

Perhaps… Nacy’s good friend is Nikita?! 

 

Nacy went to Carnival Design Center for Nikita today? 

 

She didn’t lend the Black Swan Series successfully at the cost of 15 million.  



 

Now, the evening dress, which is one grade higher than the Black Swan series, is being worn by a hillbilly 

who grew up in the countryside! 

 

As soon as this hillbilly appeared, she robbed Rosa of her limelight. 

 

Those people who were attracted by Rosa before were robbed by Nikita. 

 

In an instant, Rosa was quite angry, as if she were insulted. She sipped her lips, and her face became 

livid. 

 

Is Nacy crazy? 

 

Why did she lend such a noble evening dress to such a hillbilly? 

 

Nikita is not worthy of this evening dress at all! 

 

Isn’t Nacy afraid that the value of this high-fashion series will get decreased after being worn by this 

hillbilly? Isn’t she afraid that this dress will lose its current high status? 

 

Although many people around are saying that Nikita is wearing a counterfeit, Rosa knows that the dress 

is genuine. 

 

There won’t be counterfeits of the Charm Series. 

 

Because the cost of making a counterfelt is extremely high. Yan, the designer of this dress, has her own 

features and styles. Those counterfelt can’t Imitate the detailed designs of this dress. Especially… 

dresses of this series are all 

 

human workers, not machines. Those cub velvet flowers are also made by special materials. Counterfeits 

can’t be like that at all. 



 

Moreover, she has also been to the costume contest where the Charm Series won the prize. 

 

She has seen the genuine works of the Charm Series, she can tell whether the dress of Nikita is genuine 

or not at the first glance. 

 

Sampson walked to the front of Nikita under the gaze of everyone. 

 

“Your Royal Highness, you are very beautiful tonight. I wonder if I have the honor to invite you to drink 

with me?” 

Chapter 756 

Well, they are quite miserable. 

 

Sampson looked at the eye-catching girl, he smiled slightly, took a glass of red wine from a waiter, and 

handed it to Nikita. Looking at Nikita, who amazed everyone here, Sampson remembered when he was 

studying abroad… He invited Nikita to be his female companion at a fellowship party. At that time, Nikita 

was just a little girl, her body and her facial features were 

 

not mature. 

 

But she was still the most eye-catching and amazing one that night. 

 

Now, Nikita is 18 years old. She is more delicate and beautiful than that girl in that year. 

 

She is also more attractive. 

 

Other men at the banquet… they will certainly be attracted. 

 

Although Sampson has known her for so many years, although they are quite familiar… he is also 

amazed tonight. 

 



Nikita is so beautiful. 

 

Since ancient times, beautiful women will be quite unfortunate. This saying always refers to those 

beautiful girls who can’t protect themselves. Their beautiful appearances will become their burdens and 

potential dangers. 

 

Fortunately, Sampson has never worried that Nikita will be at risk because of her beautiful appearance. 

 

After all, he has witnessed those men who wanted to be together or make love with Nikita because of 

her beauty were beaten by her severely…. 

 

Well, they were all miserable. 

 

Therefore, he has never worried about Nikita’s personal safety 

 

He has only worried about the security of others… if Nikita doesn’t control herself well…. 

 

Nikita stretched out her hand, took the red wine he handed over, lifted her eyes, and looked at him with 

dark eyes: “When did you come?” 

 

“I have just arrived for a short while, how about you?” Sampson slightly raised his eyebrows and looked 

around, as if he were looking for someone. “Why are you alone?* 

 

He didn’t see Sheehan. 

 

Nikita is Sheehan’s girlfriend. 

 

Theoretically, on such a formal occasion, he should be together with Nikita. 

 



Nikita sipped her lower lip and was about to speak when a woman’s voice suddenly sounded next to 

her: “Sampson, why are you talking to such a shameless woman wearing a counterfeit? Are you afraid 

that you will be ashamed because of 

 

her?” 

 

“Yeah, Sampson, this evening dress worn by this woman is actually fake. I think this set of jewelry she is 

wearing must also be fake! Perhaps she has accepted plastic surgeries! Such a hypocritical woman… 

don’t talk with her! How ashamed it is!” 

 

Several women who talked with Sampson just now saw that Sampson come to Nikita and leave them 

behind. They didn’t like Nikita, so they came to insult her. 

 

“Yeah, I don’t think she has an invitation! She has sneaked to come here! Just like those female stars, 

they are not popular, but they go to the film festivals abroad to show themselves on the red carpet!” 

 

Those women said continuously, they were targeting at Nikita. 

 

The man they wanted to lure was attracted by another woman! 

 

Moreover, it was Sampson who took the initiative to strike up a conversation! 

 

How can they bear this? 

 

Even if Sampson doesn’t like them, they can’t let such a bitch in a fake dress attract him. Since they can’t 

get the love of Sampson, they won’t let this bitch succeed! 

 

They talked loudly. Those people who were attracted by Nikita started to focus on them. Hearing that 

they said Nikita’s dress was fake… hearing that they said Nikita sneaked into this banquet… Others in the 

hall frowned with doubts. 

 

It shouldn’t be… 



 

Such a stunning beauty is wearing a fake dress? 

 

She sneaked here without an invitation? 

 

Look at her temperament… she is quite noble and elegant, she looks more elegant than those famous 

ladies they know. They think that she must be a young lady of a noble family.  

 

Sampson’s face immediately became gloomy: “Nonsense!” 

 

“We didn’t talk nonsense, it was true.” A woman who has liked Sampson for a long time said with 

jealousy, “Sampson, do you know the original version of her dress?” 

 

“This evening dress was designed by the international front-line designer, Yan. Several years ago, it got 

the first place in many competitions. This dress was rated as the most classic and talented masterpiece 

in recent years.” 

 

“After the competition, this evening dress was put into Carnival Design Center by Yan’s friend Nacy as 

the treasure of the 

 

store.” 

 

“This evening dress can’t be lent to anyone!” 

 

“If you don’t believe me, you can ask all the girls here. Who can borrow this evening dress? If anyone 

can lend it, I will kneel down and kowtow to her immediately. I can even read my name reversely in the 

future!” 

 

Other ladies in the venue shook their heads together. 

 

“It’s really impossible to borrow this evening dress.” 



 

“It seemed that someone had tried to borrow it before, she failed, although she provided a high price.” 

 

“Carnival Design Center has said clearly that this is just a collection. It can only be watched, and Nacy 

won’t lend it to anyone. No one can borrow this dress.” 

 

Hearing the voices around, the woman who adores Sampson was quite triumphant: “Sampson, have you 

heard their words? I didn’t wrong her, she is wearing a fake dress!” 

 

“Moreover, does anyone here know her?” The woman looked at others around. 

 

Everyone around shook their heads. 

 

Such a beautiful face… if they had met her before, they would definitely have been impressed. 

 

The woman became more and more arrogant, then she looked at Nikita provocatively: “People who can 

be invited by the Lambert family must be wealthy or noble. But you can’t even afford to buy a genuine 

evening dress, you have to wear a fake dress to attract others?” 

 

“So, she must have sneaked in!” 

 

“Such a woman with bad motives should be driven out at once!” 

 

People around started to discuss again. 

 

“Yes, those who can be invited by the Lambert family are all very rich, and it is impossible to wear fake 

dresses to the banquet. How shameful it is.” 

 

“Did she really come in to lure men?” 

 



“It is possible. There have been similar incidents before.” 

 

“Should we call the police to drive her out? Such a bitch who wants to lure wealthy men with such 

methods is so disgusting.” 

 

Sampson’s face is gloomy to the extreme. 

 

He wanted to blame them, but Nikita, who was silent, said coldly. 

 

“If my dress is not fake, you will kneel down, kowtow for me, and read your name reversely in the 

future?” 

 

That woman was stunned. When she looked into Nikita’s cold eyes, she was inexplicably afraid for no 

reason. Looking at Nikita’s evening dress, she straightened her back immediately. 

 

A poor woman who could only wear a fake dress… she doesn’t have to be afraid of her 

 

“Well, if your dress is genuine, I can kneel down and kowtow to you, I can also read my name reversely. 

But… if your dress. genuine? 

 

“Carnival Design Center really won’t lend the collection” Another voice sounded. It was Rosa, who was 

looking at Nikita. 

 

In an instant, everyone turned to look at her 

 

Nikita narrowed her eyes and looked at her. 

 

Rosa looked into Nikita’s eyes, her eyes flashed with coldness. Rosa slightly smiled and said. “I said I 

could offer 10 million, 

 

I wanted to borrow another sets of collection of Carnival Design Center, but they refused me” 



Chapter 757 

Fighting Back at the Banquet 

 

“This collection of the Charm Series will only be more difficult to borrow. If someone can borrow it, I 

admire that person.” 

 

Hearing Rosa’s words, others started to discuss again. 

 

Even Miss Garrett can’t borrow the evening dress, let alone others. 

 

Therefore, the evening dress worn by this unexpected and unidentified girl is undoubtedly fake! 

 

A person who wears a fake dress couldn’t have been invited by the Lambert family. 

 

Rosa said casually, but she instantly proved that Nikita had worn a fake dress and sneaked to the 

banquet. 

 

Those who were still dubious about this, or those who were amazed by Nikita just now started to look at 

her with disdain. 

 

Those men who originally thought Nikita was unattainable and didn’t dare to flirt with her suddenly 

became not that interested in her. 

 

Although they still thought she was beautiful…. 

 

But without that noble identity, no matter how beautiful she is, she is just a plaything that can be played 

at will. This kind of woman who deliberately blends into the upper class banquet to lure men is quite 

disgusting. They can make love with her at will after giving her some money. 

 

Most men have no interest in women who can be attracted easily. 

 



Only those women who can attract them and hard for them to get can make them have the desire to 

conquer.  

 

Such as Rosa… 

 

“Even Miss Garrett can’t borrow the evening dress, how can you get it? What’s your identity? You can’t 

be nobler than Miss Garrett, right? What else do you want to say? Where are the security guards? Call 

the security guards to drive this woman away! She has sneaked here!” 

 

Even Rosa has proved that the evening dress is fake. 

 

The woman who was arrogant at first became more arrogant. She shouted to call the security guards to 

come here to drive Nikita away. 

 

Because Nikita’s occurrence was too eye-catching, which attracted all men at present. Those ladies who 

didn’t like her started to shout together. 

 

“Yes, where are the security guards? Come and get rid of this unidentified woman.” 

 

‘Who knows why she wants to do after sneaking here? It will be quite dangerous if she wants to do 

something bad.” 

 

“Such a person must be driven away!” 

 

Rosa listened to the shouting of driving Nikita away in the hall. She smiled provokingly at Nikita, her 

smile looked evil and beautiful. 

 

Behind Rosa, Yvonne looked at Nikita, who was standing with Sampson. Yvonne heard those voices 

around, she bit her lips and felt quite happy and relieved. She also smiled slightly. 

 

Nikita is so shameful! 

 



She comes to the banquet with a fake dress! 

 

Yvonne doesn’t feel strange about Nikita’s occurrence at the banquet. 

 

The man who was with Nikita before was from the Lambert family. 

 

This time, it must be that man who has brought Nikita here. 

 

Perhaps, this is the first time for Nikita to attend such a high-level banquet. She wants to be attractive at 

the banquet, so she dares to wear such a fake dress to attract other. She must have thought that others 

won’t discover her dress is fake. Unexpectedly, there are numerous people who know a lot of things at 

the banquet. 

 

At a glance, they know her dress is fake! 

 

She is revealed in public, how shameful it is! 

 

However… the man who was with her that time didn’t appear till now. He didn’t come to protect her or 

speak for her. 

 

Several times before, he appeared in time and protected her! 

Chapter 758 

Fighting Back at the Banquet 

 

Perhaps, the man feels that she is so shameful? So he doesn’t want others to know that this is his female 

companion? 

 

Yes, it must be so. 

 

Having such a shameful female companion, if it were she, she would have pretended to not know her 



 

Yates frowned. “What’s going on? Fake dress? Are they saying that Niky is wearing a fake dress?” 

 

Harrell also frowned “Niky has been scolded like this. Why hasn’t Mr. Lambert come out as a hero to 

save her? By the way, where is Mr. Lambert? Shouldn’t Niky be with him? Why haven’t I seen him?”  

 

Harrell said and walked towards Nikita. 

 

Sheehan is not here, as his friends, they won’t bear Niky to be bullied like this. 

 

Besides, this is the banquet held by the Lambert family! 

 

Yates also walked with Harrell, he was going to support Nikita. 

 

At this moment, the security guards of the banquet have been called over. 

 

Those security guards had no idea about what had happened yet. 

 

The arrogant woman stretched out her hand and pointed to Nikita. She said coldly, “Can’t you work 

seriously? Why did you let this unidentified woman sneak into the banquet? I suspect that her motives 

are evil, which is a great potential safety hazard for every guest present.” 

 

“Drive out this dangerous woman at once!” 

 

Hearing her serious words, several body guards immediately looked towards the person she was 

pointing at. 

 

After a glance, they were all stunned. 

 

Isn’t she the future hostess of their family?! 



 

Niky has been to the mansion of the Lambert family for several times. 

 

Almost everyone in this house has known her. 

 

Her face is very impressing, and it is said that she will marry Sheehan. People in this house have treated 

her as the future 

 

hostess. 

 

At this moment, Harrell and Yates came over. 

 

Harrell looked at the speaker. His voice was contemptuous, and his eyes were cold: “Unidentified 

dangerous person? When did Mr. Lambert’s girlfriend become an unidentified dangerous person?” 

 

Yates also sneered: “You come to the banquet of the Lambert family and stand on the place belonging 

to the Lambert family, but you want to drive Mr. Lambert’s girlfriend out? You are really bold.” 

 

After saying so, Yates turned to look at Rosa and narrowed his eyes. 

 

Others don’t know Nikita, don’t know the relationship between Nikita and Sheehan. 

 

But Rosa knew it. 

 

But her performances just now… 

 

Rosa didn’t notice Yates’s sights, but she was very dissatisfied with Yates and Harrell standing up to help 

Nikita speak at the same time. 

 

Her face darkened down slightly. 



 

“What, what? You, you said she was Mr. Lambert’s girlfriend?” The arrogant woman was shocked and 

wide-eyed. For a time, she can’t even speak, stammering and hesitating. 

 

The rest of the guests in the hall were also surprised. 

 

Especially those famous ladies who asked security guards to drive away Nikita. 

 

They all blindsided. 

 

What?! 

 

The woman who wore fake dress and slid into the dinner party with unknown identity turned out to be 

Mr. Lambert’s girlfriend? 

 

It’s impossible! 

 

It is said that Mr. Lambert is not close to women, and no one can see there is a woman around him. 

 

It is said that he has always been single and has never been in love. 

 

Even Rosa, the lady of the Garrett family, chased him for so many years, but he didn’t take a fancy to 

her. 

Chapter 759 

Fighting Back in the Dinner Party 

 

It was rumored that he was a gay, disliking women. 

 

But how does this abstinent man suddenly have a girlfriend? 

 



“Miss Swift, what happened?” Several security guards who were called over were also confused, looking 

at Nikita respectfully 

 

Nikita was calm all the time. She looked at the dumbfounded woman, saying gently and coldly. “Nothing 

serious. Guard the gate. I have something to do with this lady. Don’t allow her to leave before things are 

settled down.” 

 

Although they were still confused about what happened, they knew they had to obey her order. After 

all, she would become their boss’s wife. 

 

So they immediately nodded respectfully and said, “I will inform the security team immediately.” 

 

“Miss Swift, is there anything else we need to do? Please tell me.”  

 

“Nothing more.” Nikita looked around the hall and asked softly, “Do you see Sheehan? What did he do? 

Why hasn’t he come yet?” 

 

“Boss and Old Mr. Lambert are talking with several distinguished guests in the back garden. He should 

come soon. If Miss Swift wants to see him immediately. I will take you there.” The head of the security 

team was extremely respectful, which made others around him puzzled again. 

 

When they are in the party, the workers serving the Lambert family are polite, not respectful. 

 

Given the attitude of these security guards, does this Miss Swift is Sheehan’s real girlfriend? 

 

He must cherish her, for he brought her to this family party. 

 

All the security guards of the Lambert family knew her, which meant that she must have been here 

before. 

 

People attending the party here were shocked. But after a while, they totally changed their attitude 

towards Nikita. 



 

How can Sheehan’s girlfriend attend the dinner party in a fake? 

 

The Lambert family is as rich as a country, and Sheehan, ruler of this family, of course, is also rich. He is 

able to buy his girlfriend the evening dress, no matter how expensive it is. 

 

It is impossible for his girlfriend to dress up in a fake. 

 

“Why do people who said she wore a fake keep silent? I told you that her evening dress didn’t look like a 

fake, for a fake can’t be made so fine, but no one believed me at all.” 

 

“There are also people saying she sneaked in. How ridiculous! She came to her boyfriend’s house to 

attend a dinner party, but she was framed for sneaking in, and you even wanted to drive her out. How 

heavy a slap in your face.” 

 

*But Miss Garrett also said Miss Swift wore a fake.” Someone whispered, “We were dubious. It was 

because she came out to stand against Miss Swift that we thought that Miss Swift wore a fake and 

sneaked in.” 

 

People discussing this event kept silent for this person’s words. 

 

They all took a look at Rosa. 

 

Soon, someone suddenly was enlightened and said, “I think Rosa may know Miss Swift? And she 

deliberately stood up and let everyone misunderstand Miss Swift.” 

 

“I also think they know each other. Rosa just did it on purpose. Who doesn’t know that she likes 

Sheehan?” 

 

Everyone in this circle knew Rosa adored Sheehan. 

 

“So she deliberately aimed at that lady?” 



 

“I thought Miss Garrett was a very proud person. I didn’t expect she was so awful.” 

 

“If she is really proud, she can’t pester a man for years.” 

 

Nobody attacked Nikita anymore. 

 

They started to sneer at Rosa. 

 

Hearing others’ words around her, Rosa suddenly became angry. 

 

Her face was black. 

 

The woman who said that Nikita to wear a fake was already frozen.. 

 

She didn’t expect that this poor woman was Sheehan’s friend. 

 

There were also some people mocking her here. 

 

“Lucilla, you promised that if that lady wore an authentic skirt, you would kneel to apologize. Now do 

it.” 

 

The woman who attacked Nikita was Lucilla, daughter of the boss of a listed company. 

 

Her family background Was not bad. 

 

But her family was not a patch on the Lambert family. 

 

“Right, Lucilla, don’t eat your words. When will you kowtow?” 



 

Women around her were jealous of her. 

 

In the crowd, there were many people sneering at her. 

 

They just wanted to drive Nikita out. 

 

After they had known that Nikita was Sheehan’s girlfriend, and their attitude changed completely. They 

began to flatter her and asked Lucilla to kowtow and apologize. 

 

Lucilla’s face white, she clenched her lips. 

 

If she really does it, she will be shameful to rest of her life. 

 

Everyone who sees her in the future will laugh at her. 

 

“Even though she is Mr. Lambert’s girlfriend, it can’t prove that the evening dress she wears is 

authentic.” Lucilla struggled. “Unless she can prove that her dress is authentic, I will not kneel down and 

apologize to her.” 

 

“It’s impossible that this evening dress is lent out, so it’s a fake. I didn’t squander her. I was right. Why 

should I apologize to her?” 

 

Nikita turned impatient, her eyes cold. 

 

“It is true that this evening dress is not lent out, but my friend is an exception.” 

 

“I’ll prove it for her, all right?” 

 



A tactful voice suddenly sounded low but charming. In an instant, she attracted everyone’s attention 

here. 

 

They looked at the entrance of the hall. 

 

A gorgeous red figure slowly appeared in their eyes. 

 

The woman standing at the entrance was beautiful, tall and graceful, in a red fishtail dress wrapped in 

chest with shoulder-length wavy curly hair. When she was walking, her waist swung gently. The moment 

she was seen, ‘Gorgeous’ and ‘Charming come to mind first. 

 

Some man who was enchanted asked, “Who’s she? She’s so charming.” 

 

“Isn’t she Nancy?” 

 

“Nancy is here! Did she mean that she came to stand up for Miss Swift?” 

 

“It’s really Nancy. So, the evening dress that Miss Swift is wearing is the authentic one, not a fake at all.” 

 

Seeing Nancy walking in the hall, Rosa stared at her resentfully. She wanted to tear her up. 

 

Damn it, why is Nancy here? 

Chapter 760 

Fighting Back in the Dinner Party 

 

How can Nancy be invited to the Lambert family’s dinner? 

 

Sampson was also surprised when seeing Nancy. 

 

Nancy and he had known each other for a long time. 



 

Although they both live in the same city and are good friends with each other, they haven’t seen each 

other for a year or two. He has been abroad for the past two years and has just returned. 

 

Nancy always had her business trips all over the world. Both of them were busy with the careers. Even if 

they wanted to meet each other sometimes, they couldn’t get together in time. 

 

Besides, Nikita was missing, and their trio lost the head. 

 

All of a sudden, it broke up. 

 

Without the head of the group, they were not interested in meeting each other. 

 

Now, Nikita is back. 

 

As soon as she came back, Nancy, Nancy immediately showed up after two years. The trio gathered 

together again. 

 

Against others’ sights, Nancy walked to Nikita and took her arm, her red lips raising, smiling alluringly. 

“Miss Swift, it’s time for me to come here?” 

 

“For you, I even pushed off a handsome guy’s date. Do you feel touched and wanted to commit 

yourself?” 

 

Nikita, with a poker face, turned her head at Nancy. “Are you sure you broke the date, instead of his 

refusing you?”  

 

Nancy: “…” 

 

She feigned anger at Nikita. Her face was enchanting, so her expression was also alluring. “You little girl, 

why are you still so incisive? I thought you would have restrained yourself after you grew up.” 



 

Nancy, like Nikita, was a face person 

 

Previously, she took a fancy to a man’s face and chased him for a year. 

 

As a result, she not only failed to catch up with him, but also scared him away because of her excessive 

enthusiasm and 

 

madness. 

 

Nikita knew this matter. 

 

She usually made fun of Nancy about it. 

 

Nikita raised her eyebrows. “Just tell the truth.” 

 

Nancy: “…” 

 

“Forget it. I’ll discuss this later after I settled down this matter.” 

 

Nancy bickered with her sister and then turned her head at Lucilla, who was the first to find troubles. “I 

brought this evening dress to Niky. You said it was a fake. It is not a shame to have never seen the 

original version, but it is your ignorance to come out and shout everywhere.” 

 

The moment Lucilla saw Nancy, her face went white. 

 

At this time, in the face of Nancy’s sarcasm, she stood still, her face pale, clenching her lips, unable to 

say even a word. 

 

Her face seerned to be severely slapped. 



 

The shame of being slapped in the face in public made her wish to bury herself in a hole immediately. 

 

Nancy’s appearance was the best proof. 

 

The evening dress that Nikita wore was the original version. 

 

Lucilla not only framed Nikita was sneaking into the party, but also framed she wore a fake. 

 

She wanted to make Nikita a joke in people’s eyes. 

 

10-59 

 

But now, she has become the biggest joke in everyone’s eyes. 

 

“Apologize.” 

 

Nancy looked at Lucilla who was not afraid to say anything again, with a pale face. Her gorgeous red lips 

were still raising. but her eyes were cold. “You have framed my good sister. Now, apologize to her 

immediately.” 

 


